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ABSTRACT
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This paper explores sourcing practices in three international
broadcasters in Spanish: China’s CGTN Español, Iran’s HispanTV
and Russia’s RT. Often described as counter-hegemonic, in that
the worldview they present is not in alignment with dominant
Anglo-American media, these three State-sponsored TV channels
have grown their presence globally in recent years, but remain
largely understudied. Drawing on literature about non-elite
sourcing, source functions and public diplomacy, we examine the
degree to which citizen sources are featured in these three
channels, and, when that happens, how these sources are used to
advance the foreign policy objectives that inform the
broadcasters’ raison d’être (i.e., promoting the interest of their
home country while challenging the international status quo). To
do so, we conducted a quantitative content analysis of news
stories broadcast in 2014 and 2017 (N = 1,265). Our results show
the use of non-elite sources is not ubiquitous but strategic, and is
often linked to critical reporting of countries that are not political
allies. We also present evidence that the practice is not equally
common across broadcasters.
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In a fully democratic and pluralistic society, most, if not all, political actors would have the
opportunity to have their concerns discussed in the news media (Cobb and Elder 1971).
However, the news making process has traditionally taken place in the privileged interactions between elites and journalists, leaving ordinary citizens on the margins (Berkowitz
1987; Gans 1979; Gemi, Ulasiuk, and Triandafyllidou 2013; Manning 2001). Those most
often excluded tend to be ordinary citizens, particularly women, minority groups and
the less privileged in society (Masini et al. 2018; Thorbjørnsrud and Figenschou 2016).
Because news media constitute one of the most important public spaces where political
actors are legitimized and de-legitimized (Greenberg and Hier 2001), having one’s voice
heard there, either directly or through a representative ﬁgure, is an important step
towards having an impact on the democratic process (Schneider 2012).
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Attempts have been made to correct these sourcing imbalances in the media. In recent
years, some media in Europe and the US have been giving voice to a wider range of nonelite actors (individual citizens and groups speaking on their behalf), even those that
directly challenge the status quo (Kleemans, Schaap, and Hermans 2017; Kurpius 2002;
Turner 2010). This is not the case in most authoritarian regimes and illiberal democracies,
where views that are not aligned with those in power—and those are mostly held by
people outside the elites—are systematically excluded (see Alexseev and Bennett 1995
for the case of Russia). Probably because these sources are so marginal, no academic
study in English has explored comparatively the use of non-elite news sources in authoritarian regimes and illiberal democracies. This study ﬁlls this gap by exploring a unique
type of media in which citizen sources appear to be rather common: State-sponsored
foreign language TV channels in China, Iran and Russia, three of the world’s largest illiberal
democracies. Starting in the mid 2000s, these nations have been investing heavily on the
development of multilingual television networks aimed at audiences overseas. These serve
the purpose of broadcasting news that are in full alignment with the views of the sponsoring government, as is the case with international broadcasters elsewhere. These channels
often present themselves as “counter-hegemonic” in the sense that they provide “alternative” perspectives to global news, when compared to dominant players such as the BBC
and CNN (Barkho 2007; Painter 2008). Previous research has indicated that, indeed,
Chinese, Russian, and Iranian international broadcasters present, thematically and ideologically, very diﬀerent perspectives on current aﬀairs than those found on their European
and American equivalents (Boyd-Barrett and Xie 2008; Khodadady and Khosravany 2014;
Yablokov 2015). Moreover, anecdotal evidence suggests that one way in which “counterhegemonic” channels diﬀerentiate themselves is by giving a platform to voices—ordinary
citizens, NGOs and interest groups—that are largely ignored by the mainstream media in
the countries they hope to reach (Di Ricco 2012; Morales 2018).
In this paper, we analyze the content of 28 newscasts (N = 1,265 news items) broadcast
in each country’s Spanish-language channel. Compared to their counterparts in English,
these stations have received much less academic attention (Morales 2018), and yet they
present an equally rich, if not richer, object of study given the multilayered relationship
—sometimes amical, sometimes belligerent—between the three broadcasting countries
(i.e., China, Iran and Russia) and Latin American nations. Drawing on academic literature
about non-elite sourcing, news source functions, and public diplomacy, this paper
describes the instrumental role that non-oﬃcial sources play in the international broadcasting strategies of authoritarian regimes and illiberal democracies. Our data suggest
that while domestically, challengers of the status quo are silenced in Chinese, Russian
and Iranian mainstream media, when reporting internationally on topics that are critical
of non-allies, these voices are given prominence. We also explore diﬀerences between
the three broadcasters, including the extent to which non-oﬃcial sources are used, and
the multiple functions they play.

The Functions of Citizen Sources
Research has shown that in incorporating ordinary citizens to a news story, journalists and
editors see themselves as making a deliberate choice, which involves the use of additional
resources to provide a more relatable account of how audiences might feel about a topic/
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event (Beckers 2018; Schneider 2012), or to exemplify how a situation aﬀects a social group
(Lefevere, De Swert, and Walgrave 2012). While oﬃcial, governmental and institutional
sources are within relatively easy reach of journalists, relevant citizens sources are not.
The inclusion of citizen sources in a story suggests media are sensitive to their audiences’
opinions and interests, seeking to connect with them in order to retain them. In her interviews with Belgian journalists, Beckers (2018) observed that they acknowledged including
citizen sources to increase the involvement of the public with a story. In some parts of the
world, the media are seen as having a civic responsibility to contribute to a democratic
society by giving access to a variety of voices and by allowing citizens to express their concerns about issues (Manning 2001). The inclusion of citizens in the news speaks to what
journalists imagine “people” think, represent or are concerned about (Beckers and
Harder 2016; Lefevere, de Swert, and Walgrave 2012).
Those studying citizen news sources often seek to understand the functions they play
within a story. Some convey expertise and knowledge about a subject; some provide trustworthiness to audiences; while others exert agency in chaotic occasions, or they illustrate
the emotions shared by those aﬀected by an event (Kleemans, Schaap, and Hermans 2017;
Lewis 2006). Three types of citizen sources have been identiﬁed: the vox pop, the aﬀected
citizen, and the engaged citizen/agent. The most common one is the vox pop, a randomly
selected passer-by who is seen as the “regular man or woman on the street.” A vox pop
does not have relevant on-topic expertise and is not related to the subject at hand.
Their opinions or statements are used to embody public opinion (Beckers, Walgrave,
and Van den Bulck 2018; Kleemans, Schaap, and Hermans 2017). Given its standing as a
public opinion proxy, the vox pop is found frequently in political stories to “describe”
how a country feels about something (Beckers, Walgrave, and Van den Bulck 2018).
Unlike the vox pop, the aﬀected citizen can provide an account of an event because he/
she is an eyewitness or victim of a problem (Kleemans, Schaap, and Hermans 2017). These
citizen sources are employed to exemplify the consequences of an issue (e.g., the eﬀects of
inﬂation), narrate an event (e.g., an eyewitness account of a crime), or provide personalized/emotional statements (e.g., the struggles of immigrants). Finally, citizens who are
not directly aﬀected by an event, but are either depicted as taking an active stance, or
as initiators of a movement, are referred to as engaged citizens or agents (Beckers and
Van Aelst 2019; Lewis 2006). The presence of aﬀected and engaged citizens is more
common in stories with a human-interest angle (e.g., poverty, education, unemployment,
health, etc.) as they help make them more relatable.
Because it helps diversify the range of opinions, and it encompasses the principles of
freedom of expression and public access to the media, the use of citizen sources in the
news is said to contribute to democratizing news making practices (Hopmann and
Shehata 2011). While these principles are in alignment with the journalistic role perceptions
and the normative understandings of the media in most liberal democracies (Hanitzsch 2011),
they are not equally advocated and supported in more restrictive political systems such as
those in where the three news media organizations under study in this paper are located.

Non-elite Sourcing in International Broadcasting
International broadcasting, deﬁned as “an actor’s attempt to manage the international
environment by using the technologies of radio, television, and the Internet to engage
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with foreign publics” (Cull 2008, 34), has been an important foreign policy tool for decades
(Kunczik 1997). With diﬀerent degrees of editorial autonomy and control, from the US’
Voice of America to Turkey’s TRT, all forms of international broadcasting serve the same
purpose: to convey a national perspective on current aﬀairs to audiences overseas.
While for most of the twentieth century, radio was the primary form of international broadcasting (Rawnsley 1996), starting in the late 1990s, a number of government-sponsored
television networks emerged in such diverse places as Russia, Iran, France, Qatar and
China, with the explicit goal of challenging dominant news narratives coming from the
United States and, to a lesser extent, the United Kingdom. This has led some scholars to
describe many of the newly-created channels as “counter-hegemonic” and “alternative”
(Cushion and Lewis 2010; Painter 2008), a description that has been adopted by the broadcasters themselves.
Alongside English, Arabic and French, Spanish has become an often-used language for
international broadcasting—even by actors located outside Latin America and Spain
(Madrid-Morales 2015). Examples of State-sponsored/owned channels broadcasting in
Spanish to global audiences include CGTN Español (China), HispanTV (Iran), TeleSUR (Venezuela), DW (Germany), France 24 (France) and RT (Russia). The self-declared objective of
these broadcasters has been to counter-balance long-established (often unidirectional)
North-South information ﬂows, by giving space to alternative perspectives, and being
more inclusive of non-traditional sources. Speaking to Mexican students, HispanTV’s
executive director, claimed that the main goal of the station is to “give a voice to those
that can’t speak up, and to vulnerable communities” (HispanTV 2017). This is similar to
the slogan used by another State-sponsored TV station, Qatar’s Al Jazeera: “Voice to the
Voiceless” (Figenschou 2010). In other words, these emerging channels claim to diversify
and democratize the global media space by providing a venue on which more voices can
be heard (Seib 2005). The extent to which this has been achieved remains an unsettled
question.
Research on how international broadcasters use soundbites, interviews and other forms
of sourcing is limited and inconclusive. In a study of Al Jazeera English, Figenschou (2010)
found that, in general, the station used predominantly elite sources, and that only one
third of news stories had a majority of “independent elites and ordinary people” as
sources (100). But, in another context, the Egyptian pro-democracy movement in 2011,
activists were, by far, the most represented source in most global news outlets (including
Al Jazeera, RT and BBC), but not on China’s State-owned news agency (Kamel 2014). Taken
all together, evidence from comparative studies across international broadcasters, reveals
that sourcing practices are highly dependent on issue and topic. For example, comparing
news coverage of the Ferguson protests in the US in 2014, in which racial tensions ﬂared
up, and the Euromaidan movement in Ukraine, largely seen as pro-European and antiRussian, Robertson and her colleagues (2018) found that RT’s use of protesters and activist
voices was higher than oﬃcial ones during Ferguson, but not during Euromaidan. Given
the disparity of results in previous studies, and the lack of research on Spanish-language
international broadcasters’ use of sources, as well as our previous discussion on sourcing in
the news in general, we ﬁrst propose the following three broad research questions: how
often are citizens used as news sources across the three channels? (RQ1); what roles and
functions do citizens sources fulﬁll in news stories? (RQ2); and, what is the relationship
between the presence of citizen sources and the content of news stories? (RQ3).
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The three broadcasters we study are a rather unique sample. They are headquartered in
countries where liberal democracy is frowned upon, and press freedom is severely limited:
China occupies position 177, out of 180 in the 2019 World Press Freedom Index; Iran is at
170, and Russia, at 149. And yet, CGTN Español, HispanTV and RT present themselves globally as beacons of media plurality and inclusiveness, as all their slogans imply: “See the
Diﬀerence,” “News Anew” and “Question More,” respectively. Research on journalistic
roles has shown that, at least domestically, many journalists in Russia and China do not
see their role to be a “watchdog” of the government nor an “advocate” for social causes
(Hanitzsch et al. 2011). However, those working for Russian, Chinese and Iranian media
aimed at global audiences often see themselves in those exact same roles, advocacy
and watchdog, when reporting on countries that are either considered direct enemies
or (temporary) non-allies (Jaspal 2014; Morales 2018; Yablokov 2015). Di Ricco (2012),
for instance, has suggested that HispanTV often reports on relatively trivial domestic
labor disputes and tense minority-state relations in Latin American countries that are
led by pro-US governments such as Chile and Colombia, but not in countries like Venezuela, a US foe. In the case of Chile and Colombia, these channels might engage in
what Atton and Wickenden (2005) call “counter-elite sourcing” practices. We propose to
test whether this holds true across broadcasters with our last research question: in what
ways does the use of citizen sources serve the foreign policy agendas of the three channels? (RQ4).

Methods
This study uses quantitative content analysis to understand sourcing practices in three
State-owned Spanish-language international broadcasters: CGTN Español (China), RT
(Russia) and HispanTV (Iran). In operation since 2004, 2009 and 2011, these channels
broadcast a mix of news, documentaries, political debates, and cultural shows. We selected
these stations for three reasons. First, they are increasingly visible online and oﬄine. While
audience data is unavailable, in countries like Argentina and Venezuela, some of these
stations are freely available on digital terrestrial television (Morales 2018). They also
have a sizeable following on social media. Second, the countries these stations hope to
reach, Latin American nations and Spain, are politically heterogeneous (e.g., political
systems, ideological leanings, bilateral relations …), giving us room for better analysis.
Take attitudes towards the US, a country that is often reported on, as an example. Latin
America is home to governments with a very close political relationship with Washington,
as well as long-term enemies. The third reason is limited previous research. While most
studies on “counter-hegemonic” international broadcasters have focused on Englishlanguage channels (e.g., Cushion and Lewis 2010; Painter 2008; Seib 2008) and, to a
lesser extent, those broadcasting in Arabic (e.g., Al-Najjar 2009; Elmasry et al. 2013),
much less is known about their Spanish-language counterparts (Boyd-Barrett and BoydBarrett 2010; Madrid-Morales 2015; Morales 2018).

Sampling
To get a representative sample, we selected news stories from 2014 to 2017. Two reasons
informed our choice. First, sampling two separate years avoids overrepresenting a
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particular event. For instance, Russia’s military conﬂict with Ukraine in 2014 dominated
news coverage on RT. By 2017, it had become less prominent. By comparing these two
years, we were able to examine the impact that having a vested interest on an event
would have on journalistic routines. Second, by including 2017 in our sample we were
able to examine how these countries, which have been strong critics of US hegemony,
responded to the election of Donald J. Trump as US president in 2016.
For each year, two constructed weeks were sampled, following Riﬀe and colleagues
(1993), who observed that a couple of constructed weeks are symbolic of a representative
news year sample. We recorded all newscasts online (28 news bulletins in total). Bulletins
lasted in average 30 min, and included domestic, international, cultural and sports news,
all of which were included in the sample. Each news bulletin had on average 8.5 news
stories (SD = 5.07), with HispanTV having the largest number (M = 9.39, SD = 5.61), followed
by CGTN (M = 8.44, SD = 4.79) and RT (M = 6.75, SD = 3.93). The average news story length
was over 1.5 min (SD = 1.28 min). RT had the longest stories (M = 2.21, SD = 1.60), followed
by CGTN (M = 1.61, SD = 1.13) and HispanTV (M = 1.32, SD = 1.01). Our ﬁnal sample includes
1,265 news items (NCGTN = 434, NRT = 332, NHTV = 499). However, only 588 included one or
more soundbites (NCGTN = 199, NRT = 173 and NHTV = 216). We identiﬁed 1,204 soundbites
(NCGTN = 383, NRT = 361 and NHTV = 460), with each story having 2.05 soundbites on
average (SD = 1.36). HispanTV had the highest number of soundbites per story (M =
2.13, SD = 1.24), followed by RT (M = 2.09, SD = 1.55) and CGTN (M = 1.93, SD = 1.30),
although diﬀerences were not statistically signiﬁcant.

Variables
Stories were coded for format, sourcing, content and slant. In coding format, we followed
the four categories included in Figenschou (2010): brief news, news packages, news
analysis and other. In coding sourcing, we drew from literature on citizen sources
(Beckers, Walgrave, and Van den Bulck 2018; Berkowitz 1987; Hopmann and Shehata
2011; Kleemans, Schaap, and Hermans 2017). We recorded the presence or absence of
soundbites/actualities, and for each soundbite we determined what type of source it
was (oﬃcial, non-governmental institutional or opposition, ordinary people, artists &
crafts people, business people …); its length (in seconds); the gender of the speaker;
and, if relevant, the type of citizen source (vox pop, aﬀected actors, or experts). Next,
in terms of content, we adapted the classiﬁcation of topics in Stevenson and Shaw
(1984) to record the main topic of each news story. Some of the categories we included
are: politics within a state (e.g., Iran elections, political protests or negotiations); foreign
aﬀairs & diplomacy (e.g., Russia relations with the United States or the UN); political and
military violence (e.g., Russia’s military conﬂict with Ukraine); economic matters (e.g.,
economic and statistical indicators); and, social issues (e.g., housing, living conditions,
poverty conditions). In addition, we also recorded the countries involved in each news
story.
Finally, to be able to examine how citizen sources were related to the foreign policy
agendas of these channels, we measured slant in two ways. A news story was deemed
as partial (or having an overt agenda), when a channel deliberately portrayed a country
in a negative way to advance the home country’s foreign policy goals; when a news
story directly criticized the actions of a political enemy (e.g., the United States for RT,
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Israel for HispanTV, or Japan for CGTN); and/or when a channel appeared to be making a
political statement through an unusual selection of topics (e.g., the violation of the Vienna
Convention by the US [on RT]; celebrating Macao’s return to Chinese sovereignty [on
CGTN]; Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu being investigated for corruption [on
HispanTV]). Finally, a story was deemed neutral when journalists’ reporting was limited
to facts; while it was coded as not neutral, when it included a reporter’s own interpretation
or opinion about an event. For example, a package about the war between Russia and
Ukraine, would be coded neutral when journalists would present views from both warrying factions and they would not attempt to attribute blame; whilst it would be deemed not
neutral when journalists provided their own analysis of events. For more details and
examples, see the Online Annex 1.
All stories were hand-coded independently by two Spanish-native speakers after
having been trained for two months. During the training, coders were given video instructions, and tasked to code a set of stories which were not included in the ﬁnal sample. Prior
to coding the full sample, we computed intercoder reliability scores using ReCal2 (Freelon
2010). The average intercoder reliability was 95% agreement and .89 Krippendorﬀ’s alpha,
with no variable less than 80% agreement and .70 Krippendorﬀ’s alpha. Detailed reliability
scores are available in Online Annex 2.

Results
To answer RQ1, we looked at three measures: how many stories included at least one
citizen source as a soundbite; the aggregate number of soundbites from citizen sources
on each channel; and, how much airtime was given to each type of source. Overall,
13% of news stories in our sample included at least one ordinary citizen as source, and
citizens accounted for 29% of all soundbites. Of the 1,204 soundbites we identiﬁed, government actors were the most common at 34% (NCGTN = 42%; NRT = 24%; NHTV = 36%), followed by ordinary citizens and, at 15%, non-governmental actors and/or political
opposition (NCGTN = 6%; NRT = 10%; NHTV = 26%). However, the presence of citizen
sources varied considerably per channel. For example, if we look at how many news
stories included at least one citizen source, RT comes ﬁrst (16.6%), followed by HispanTV
(13.8%) and CGTN (9.2%). These diﬀerences become much more pronounced when we
look at aggregate ﬁgures (i.e., the total number of soundbites in the sample by
channel). RT also has the largest number of soundbites from ordinary citizens (42%), but
HispanTV (27%) and CGTN (20%) come much further behind. On the Russian channel, citizens account for a larger percentage than governmental or non-governmental political
sources. On RT, having multiple soundbites from citizens on the same story appears to
be quite frequent. For instance, in a story about the military conﬂict in Iraq, RT interviewed
eight residents in the city of Mosul, who described the harsh living conditions during the
war, and the reporter claimed their testimonies contradicted the narrative presented on
other international media.
When looking at the third measure of prominence of diﬀerent types of soundbites,
length in seconds, we see that, on average, citizens were on screen for 16.14 s (SD =
13.37), which is signiﬁcantly less than governmental sources (M = 24.32, SD = 13.45) and
non-governmental institutional sources (M = 21.37, SD = 12.40). In comparing the three
channels, on average, CGTN devoted the least time to each citizen source (MCGTN =
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13.99; SDCGTN = 18.32), followed by RT (MRT = 16.38; SDRT = 13.25) and HispanTV (MHTV =
17.19; SDHTV = 9.12). In contrast, soundbites by those in government were on average
longer (MCGTN = 25.67, SDCGTN = 14.80; MRT = 24.90, SDRT = 15.71; MHTV = 22.71, SDHTV =
10.36). The diﬀerences between channels were not statistically signiﬁcant. In summary,
data seem to indicate that citizen sources are deﬁnitely not infrequent, although diﬀerences exist between broadcasters. Nonetheless, no matter how frequently they are on
screen, ordinary citizens were given much less airtime than governmental and non-governmental voices across stations.
With RQ2 we compared the role fulﬁlled by citizen sources (vox pop, aﬀected citizens/
exemplars and agents) in news stories across channels. In the entire sample, aﬀected citizens or exemplars were the most frequent (44%). That is, most soundbites are from victims
of war, those who suﬀered the consequences of domestic policy, or those aﬀected by
foreign military intervention … The second most common function was that of vox pop
(29%) followed by agents/experts (27%). As vox populi, citizens were men or women on
the street being interviewed about their opinion regarding a newsworthy topic such as
racism in Latin America or a newsworthy political event (e.g., the Catalan independence
movement, or Brexit). Some examples of citizens sources as agents or experts include
grassroots leaders speaking at protests, or being involved with citizen movements (e.g.,
immigrants protesting against Trump policies, Brazilians condemning the organizers of
the football World Cup, or Coca-Cola employers on strike to demand better working
conditions).
In Table 1, we present a comparison of how frequent each type of citizen source is on
each channel, with data separated by year. If we aggregate data from 2014 to 2017, we see
that RT dedicated the highest share of soundbites to aﬀected citizens and victims (NCGTN =
12%; NRT = 62%; NHTV = 27%), CGTN did so with vox pops (NCGTN = 47%; NRT = 28%; NHTV =
26%), even though there is a substantial decrease between 2014 and 2017, and HispanTV
predominantly employed citizen sources as agent/experts (NCGTN = 14%; NRT = 28%; NHTV =
58%). Diﬀerences between channels were found to be statistically signiﬁcant (χ 2(6, N =
352) = 83.26, p < .001). A typical citizen source on RT would be either a war survivor—
mostly those aﬀected by the military conﬂict in Eastern Ukraine—or somebody aﬀected
by a terrorist attack in Iraq, Afghanistan or somewhere else in the Middle East. On RT,
these victims function as representations of the cruel consequences of war, particularly
those started by countries other than Russia (e.g., US invasion of Iraq …). In an RT story
about dozens of young boys and girls rescued from ISIS [August 31, 2017], children
describe the enduring attacks, and the pain associated with losing family members:
“They shot at us. I heard a noise and a piece of glass got stuck in Fatima’s shoe. She
cried and her mom … died” (our translation). These children narratives are intertwined

Table 1. Functions of citizen news sources across channels.
2014
CGTN
Vox pop
66.7%
Aﬀected citizens
14.1%
Agent citizens
14.0%
Total news items
45
χ 2(6, N = 352) = 83.26; p < .001.

2017

RT

HispanTV

CGTN

RT

HispanTV

17.9%
57.6%
25.6%
71

15.4%
28.3%
60.5%
58

33.9%
8.1%
13.2%
33

33.9%
67.7%
30.2%
79

32.3%
24.2%
56.6%
66
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in the video package with the voice over of a journalist describing how RT had help them
by launching a global campaign aimed at reuniting the children with their families.
In sharp contrast to RT, the archetype of a citizen source on CGTN would be a vox pop,
whose function is to lighten the story and to add “color.” Take, for instance, a package
about the city of Dalian and how it has become a magnet for tourists [CGTN, August
12, 2014]. The reporter explains the beneﬁts of tourism for the city, and visitors are
asked about their impressions of Dalian while they attend a beer festival. One says, “It is
a great place to relax, the city is beautiful,” while another one adds: “It is a fun place,
I’m very happy to be here.” In this package, several vox pop are cut one after the other,
they repeat similar information, and they rarely add anything substantial to the narrative.
This is common to other stories on the channel. One from a fashion show had six vox pop
one after the other, each barely a few seconds long. While, on RT, citizens discuss thorny
issues, on CGTN they talk about music, food, festivals, and similar topics. When minorities
are interviewed, they speak about non-contentious traditions (Tibetans describing dance
celebrations), and comment about “successful” policies (an anti-poverty program
launched by Beijing).
Lastly, stories from HispanTV on our sample rely more on citizen sources as agents/
leaders of protests. One such example is a news package about Palestinians in Gaza
who organized a protest against Israeli military attacks [HispanTV, April 14, 2014]. One
of the organizers is quoted as saying: “this is a universal intifada. This is a consequence
of what Israel is doing in Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa … ” Another adds, “the Zionist leaders
have to understand we are not passive. We will resist.” Stories on HispanTV also give signiﬁcant airtime to protestors in Latin America, Spain and the United States, especially
when these target multinational companies (a union strike of Spanish workers against
Coca-Cola), and/or American policies overseas (drone attacks by US forces).
RQ3 explored the relationship between the presence of citizen sources in a story and its
topic. Results indicate that there is indeed a signiﬁcant relationship (χ 2(11, N = 1,265) =
103.26, p < .001). In other words, these channels are more prone to using soundbites
from ordinary citizens in stories about certain topics. The examination of adjusted standardized residuals (Sharpe 2015) revealed that, overall, ordinary citizens were signiﬁcantly
overrepresented (i.e., their frequency was higher than expected) in news items about
culture (e.g., festivals, traditions, arts), social issues (e.g., unemployment, health and
housing matters), or those with a human-interest angle, while they were underrepresented
in news about foreign aﬀairs/diplomacy and sports. Table 2 presents a summary of this
relationship.
We also found that the signiﬁcant relationship held when looking at each channel independently (Table 3). On CGTN (χ 2(11, N = 434) = 78.34, p < .001), citizen news sources are
more frequent on stories with a human-interest angle, or those about culture, and less
common on stories about foreign aﬀairs/diplomacy. An example of the former, would
be a package about work songs in Tibet in which we hear a journalist explaining how
singing “makes work less tedious.” Some Tibetans are interviewed, with one saying: “I
like this type of work … singing and dancing while I work. Knowing the lyrics is important,
as [they contain] steps [that] tell you the proper way of working” [CGTN, April 14, 2014]. On
RT (χ 2(11, N = 332) = 25.32, p = .008) and HispanTV (χ 2(11, N = 499) = 57.81, p < .001), like on
CGTN, citizen voices are underrepresented in stories about foreign aﬀairs and diplomacy.
More remarkably, they feature very frequently on stories about social issues (poor living
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Table 2. Presence/absence of citizen news sources by topic.
Absence of ordinary citizen sources

Presence of ordinary citizens sources

Politics within the State
16.1% (−1.7)
21.3% (1.7)
Foreign aﬀairs/diplomacy
22.1%** (5.7)
3.0%** (−5.7)
Military & political violence
24.8% (.1)
24.4% (−.1)
Economic matters
6.8% (1.5)
3.7% (−1.5)
Social issues
5.3% (−6.1)
18.3%** (6.1)
Crime, judicial & legal matters
2.7% (.2)
2.4% (−.2)
Culture
6.6% (−3.3)
14.0%** (3.3)
Science & scientiﬁc research
2.1% (1.3)
0.6% (−1.3)
Environment
1.2% (.7)
0.6% (−0.7)
Sports
6.5% (2.7)
1.2%** (−2.7)
Human interest stories
1.0% (−4.3)
5.5%** (4.3)
Natural disasters
4.8% (0.0)
4.9% (0.0)
N=
1101
164
χ 2(11, N = 1,265) = 103.26, p < .001.
Note: Standardized residuals (in parentheses) are signiﬁcant above 1.96 for p < .05 (*) and 2.58 for p < .01 (**).

conditions, victims of human rights violations, and advocates of social justice), which tend
to discuss social injustices in nations that go from outright enemies, such as the United
States, to countries with which diplomatic relations might not be the warmest. One
example we found gave voice to Mexican women protesting against gender-based violence, in which one marcher told an HispanTV reporter: “We are tired of this country’s
impunity … We want to protest and that is why we are here to demand justice for all
women, for all those women who have been murdered” [HispanTV, August 19, 2017].
An additional relevant ﬁnding was that, on RT, stories about military and political violence appeared to often include citizen sources. While the analysis of adjusted standardized residuals did not return a signiﬁcant result (i.e., a similar percentage of news
items on the topic did not include ordinary citizen sources), the fact that from all
stories on RT with at least one citizen soundbite, 45.5% were about violent conﬂict is

Table 3. Presence/absence of citizens news sources by topic and channel.
CGTN†
Absent

RT§
Present

Absent

HispanTV¶
Present

Absent

Present

Politics within
8.9% (0.8)
5% (−0.8)
16.6% (−0.3)
18.2% (0.3)
22.3%* (−2.0)
33.3%* (2.0)
the State
Foreign
23.9% (3.1)*
2.50%* (−3.1) 20.6%** (3.3) 1.8%** (−3.3) 21.4%** (3.3) 4.3%** (−3.3)
aﬀairs/diplomacy
Military actions &
17.3% (1.6)
7.5% (−1.6)
34.7% (−1.5)
45.5% (1.5)
25.3% (1.4)
17.4% (−1.4)
violence
Economic matters
12.2% (.9)
7.5% (−.9)
4.3% (.2)
3.6% (−0.2)
3.5% (0.9)
1.40% (−0.9)
Social issues
4.6% (0.6)
2.5% (−0.6)
5.1%** (−3.0) 16.4%** (3.0) 6.0%** (−6.1) 29.0%** (6.1)
Crime, judicial &
0.8% (0.6)
0% (−0.6)
4.3% (1.6)
0% (−1.6)
3.5% (−0.9)
5.8% (0.9)
legal aﬀairs
Culture
15% (−6.2)**
55%** (6.2)
1.8% (0)
1.8% (0)
2.1% (1.2)
0% (−1.2)
Sports
4.8% (1.4)
0% (−1.4)
4.3% (0.9)
1.8% (−0.9)
9.5%* (2.2)
1.40%* (−2.2)
Human interest
0.5% (−5.7)** 12.50%** (5.7)
2.5% (−1.2)
5.5% (1.2)
0.50% (−1.0)
1.40% (1.0)
stories
N=
394
40
277
55
430
69
† 2
χ (11, N = 434) = 78.34, p < .001.
§ 2
χ (11, N = 332) = 25.32, p = .008.
¶ 2
χ (11, N = 499) = 57.81, p < .001.
Note: Standardized residuals (in parentheses) are signiﬁcant above ±1.96 for p < .05 (*) and ±2.58 for p < .01 (**). Low frequency and non-signiﬁcant topics were removed (i.e., environmental, natural disasters, science).
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worth pointing out. One such story was about alleged excessive use of force against protesters in the United Kingdom. One of the possible victims told RT: “I was accused of
assaulting a police oﬃcer, obstruct [justice] and resist arrest. I could have faced 6
months of prison and that would have meant a drastic change in my life. Truly devastating” [RT, April 14, 2014].
To better understand the relationship explored with RQ3, we ﬁtted a logistic regression
model with absence/presence of citizen sources in a news item as the dependent variable,
and with the following predictors: channel (RT as reference category), year (2014 as reference category), length of news item in seconds, topic (domestic politics as reference category) and whether or not the news item was mentioned in the opening headlines of a
newscast. The logistic regression model was statistically signiﬁcant, χ 2(16) = 218.61, p
< .001. The model explained 29.5% (Nagelkerke R 2) of the variance in the inclusion of
citizen sources and correctly classiﬁed 87.7% of cases. Citizen sources were 2.45 times
more likely to be present in HispanTV than on CGTN, although surprisingly not on RT,
and 2.94 and 5.1 times more likely to be used in stories discussing social problems and
human-interest themes than domestic politics, respectively. Regarding the format, the
presence of citizens was more likely in longer stories. In fact, for every second increase,
the odds of including a citizen source increased by 1%. Likewise, citizen sources were
also more likely to appear in 2014 than 2017 (odds ratio = 1.45). Table 4 summarizes the
results of the regression analysis for Model I.
With the ﬁnal question (RQ4) we sought to explain the relationship between the use of
citizen sources, and the political agenda (i.e., foreign policy objectives) of these channels.
To do so, we looked at the presence of citizen sources in (a) stories that had an overt

Table 4. Logistic regression on presence/absence of ordinary citizen news sources.
Model I
Length in seconds
Headline (opening the newscast)
Year (2014 = reference)
Channel (CGTN = reference)
RT
HispanTV
Topic (Domestic politics = reference)
Foreign aﬀairs/diplomacy
Military & political violence
Economic matters
Social issues
Crime, justice and legal aﬀairs
Culture
Science & scientiﬁc research
Environment
Sports
Human-interest stories
Natural disasters
Partiality (having an overt agenda = reference)
Neutrality (opinionated stories = reference)
Constant

Model II

β

Exp(B)

β

Exp(B)

0.01
−0.26
0.37

1.01***
0.77
1.45t

0.01
−0.29
0.58

1.01***
0.75
1.78**

0.32
0.90

1.38
2.45***

0.10
0.85

1.11
2.35***

−2.17
−0.05
−0.74
1.08
0.10
0.66
−0.98
−0.52
−1.64
1.63
0.47

0.11***
0.95
0.48
2.94***
1.10
1.93
0.37
0.59
0.19*
5.10***
1.61

−2.14
0.12***
−0.12
0.89
−0.90
0.41t
1.07
2.91***
0.20
1.22
0.68
1.97t
−1.10
0.33
−0.66
0.52
−1.48
0.23*
1.75
5.73***
0.63
1.87
−0.03
0.97
1.22
3.39***
−3.55
0.02
Nagelkerke R 2 I = 33%
Cox and Snell = .178

−3.89
0.02
Nagelkerke R 2 = 29.5%
Cox and Snell = .159
N = 1,265

***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05, t < .10.
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agenda (partial stories), and (b) in stories that were largely opinionated (non-neutral
stories). A chi-square test of independence showed a signiﬁcant relationship between
partial stories and the presence of citizen sources (χ 2(1, N = 1,265) = 13.12, p < .001),
which held especially true for HispanTV (χ 2(1, N = 499) = 8.58, p < .003). That is, citizen
sources are used on HispanTV to promote Iran’s foreign policy towards and narrative
about political and economic adversaries. One such example would be a report on Palestinian citizens who criticized Israeli military actions, or a news package about striking
Spanish workers [HispanTV, July 2, 2014]. We also found a similar signiﬁcant relationship
between the use of citizen sources and the lack of journalistic neutrality (χ 2(1, N =
1,264) = 94.81, p < .001). This relationship was consistent across channels, suggesting
that when journalists incorporated citizen sources to their reports, they knew how they
were going to ﬁt them into the overall story in order to advance their interpretation of
or opinion about an event. A clear example of this practice would be a story by HispanTV
[May 15, 2014], in which a reporter primes the audience when introducing the soundbite:
Reporter:

Aﬀected citizen:

“The Israeli regime stains with Palestinian blood the 66th anniversary of its
creation. On the day of the Nakba, a day that Palestinians have baptized as
a catastrophe, Israeli soldiers have shot dead two young Palestinians and
three others have been injured”
“Today marks the 66th anniversary of the Nakba, the day since we were
expelled from our lands, our homes and our Palestinian cities. We
express our rejection to this forced displacement, of converting our
people into refugees”

These citizen sources often appear in stories that have signiﬁcance to the foreign policy of
the home country of the broadcaster, and in packages about social unrest in non-political
allies.
Finally, to further understand how these two variables might impact the presence of
ordinary citizens in a news item, we incorporated them as predictors in the previously
ran logistic regression (See Table 4, Model II). This model was statistically signiﬁcant too,
(χ 2(16) = 247.47, p < .001), it slightly improved predictive power (Nagelkerke R 2 = 33%),
but not the classiﬁcation of cases (87.4%). Having an overt agenda was not a signiﬁcant
predictor, but citizen sources were 3.39 times more likely to be present in an opinionated
story.

Discussion
This study sought to determine the extent to which Spanish-speaking State-owned international broadcasters such as CGTN, RT and HispanTV give voice to non-elite sources, as
they often claim to do (HispanTV 2017). We showed that sourcing practices are not homogenous across stations, and that, despite what they might claim, most channels do not
privilege non-elite sources. For instance, on our sample, RT employed citizen sources
the most (16.6% of stories had at least one citizen soundbite, and 42% of all soundbites
on RT came from ordinary citizens), followed by HispanTV (13.8%; 27%) and CGTN
(9.2%; 20%). The way these sources were used also diﬀered across stations. Aﬀected citizens accounted for the largest share of citizen sources on RT. That was particularly acute
on the coverage of the military conﬂict with Ukraine. In contrast, the few citizen sources
found on CGTN were mostly vox populi who appeared on human-interest stories; while,
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on HispanTV, the most common type of citizen source was that of engaged agents. Our
ﬁndings are consistent with those that explored similar channels in other languages (Figenschou 2010).
There are two ways in which these diﬀerences across channels could be explained. One
would be to connect them to the diverse ways in which China, Russia and Iran use public
diplomacy and international broadcasting to meet foreign policy goals. While CGTN is
mostly focused on softening and polishing China’s image overseas, and consequently
we see citizen sources on stories about tourism, festivals and culture, RT and HispanTV
are more concerned with tarnishing the image of political foes, in an eﬀort to incite
unrest and spur social tensions, as others have indicated in the past (Jaspal 2014;
Karlsen 2019). On the Russian channel, citizen sources personify the consequences of military intervention, social inequality and domestic policies in countries such as the US and
UK. On the Iranian station, newscasts feature soundbites from union leaders across Latin
America and Spain, and from organizers of small-size demonstrations against the US and
Israeli governments. Another explanation for the heterogeneity in the frequency and type
of citizen sources could be found in the structure of the media system in each country
(Rahimi 2015; Vartanova 2011; Zhao 2011). In Russia, despite severe restrictions, a small
yet critical cluster of news organizations (e.g., Ekho Moskvy) co-exist with a plethora of
pro-Kremlin news outlets, and Russian-language media based overseas (e.g., Meduza).
In contrast, both China and Iran have a much more restricted media environments in
which criticism of those in power is not tolerated, and access to online sources that
might be critical of the status quo is severely curtailed. This might explain the lack of
citizen sources that challenge the status quo on CGTN, which we do ﬁnd on RT, and to
a lesser extent on HispanTV.
Conscientious “counter-elite sourcing,” the practice by which journalists make a deliberate eﬀort to reduce their dependence on certain institutional sources in order to give
voice to ordinary citizens, has been documented in some European and North American
news organizations for some time (Atton and Wickenden 2005; Beckers and Harder 2016).
These eﬀorts are rooted in a normative understanding of journalism linked to social justice
and democratic values. This does not seem to be the case in the three channels we studied
in this paper. Their sourcing practices are highly selective, and cannot be said to be truly
democratizing voices. When HispanTV reports on demonstrations by the indigenous
Mapuche community in Chile, or when RT journalists talk to NGO workers ﬁghting US
immigration policies, they are, indeed, giving a platform to people who might otherwise
have a hard time having their voice heard on mainstream media. However, the same standards do not apply to domestic news coverage. We did not see a single case of an ordinary
citizen source that oﬀered a critical view, much less one that challenged the status quo in
news about Russia on RT, about Iran on HispanTV, or about China on CGTN.
Furthermore, our data indicate that these broadcasters are not trying to right a wrong
(i.e., reduce the overdependence of journalists on elite sources), but that their use of
citizen sources is strategic, and in clear alignment with foreign policy objectives. In
fact, scholars have long established that there is a close relationship between news coverage of foreign aﬀairs and foreign policy (Chang 1988; Hallin 1986), and that this connection is even more signiﬁcant in State-owned media (e.g., Xie and Boyd-Barrett 2015).
Within this body of literature, a signiﬁcant contribution of this study is to show how
channels like RT and HispanTV are selectively jumping on the bandwagon of counter-
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elite sourcing. Ordinary citizens that can eﬀectively contribute to achieving ulterior goals,
such as sowing tension between social groups in Europe (RT), shifting the blame for
conﬂicts in the Middle East from Iran to another country (HispanTV), or praising the
achievements of the Communist Party of China (CGTN), are given a voice. However,
those citizens that could challenge oﬃcial narratives at home or in a country allied to
the one where any of the three stations are based, remain silenced. Proof of this, as
we have shown, is that, for instance, the use of citizen sources on HispanTV and RT is
signiﬁcantly associated with news packages about social issues (e.g., housing, health,
immigration, labor conditions …). In covering these topics, the two channels rarely
cover themselves, but focus on the ills of others.
This paper also contributes more broadly to existing literature on sourcing practices.
Our results are consistent with previous studies that discussed how some news media
bestow political signiﬁcance to ordinary citizens (Hopmann and Shehata 2011; Lewis
2006), and how some journalists consciously or unconsciously rely on them to present
or advocate for a particular cause/perspective (Manning 2001). The three broadcasters
we analyzed often presented citizen sources as a trustworthy device to convey the
“voice of the people” (Kleemans, Schaap, and Hermans 2017). This could help explain
the last ﬁnding we presented in the paper: the signiﬁcant association between the use
of citizen sources, and the lack of neutrality in a news package (i.e., heavily opinionated
stories). This is one area in which further research would be needed. Conducting interviews with journalists working on these stations would be the most suitable way to understand their motivations in voicing citizens, and how these are used to advance a stance or
support the opinion of the reporter.
This study has other limitations. We were unable to collect data from more Spanishspeaking international broadcasters (e.g., DW or France24), and we did not include
content in other languages such as English or Arabic. Because of this the generalizability
of our results is limited. Other studies should consider using multilingual datasets to determine whether sourcing practices are language dependent. Future research should also
look into better understanding the eﬀects that using citizen sources have on the credibility
and persuasiveness of these stations in both countries that can be considered allies and in
those that could be labels as political enemies.
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